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Finding 1: Analysis of Observations

Background
Dunn, Gavin, Sanchez, and Solomon (2006) make a case that the future health of the
environment may rest in the hands of urban dwellers. While direct exposure to nature
tends to create a pro-environmental stance, the 80% of us living in densely populated
areas can take an “out of sight, out of mind” attitude toward nature. Projects such as
Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology’s Celebrate Urban Birds and YardMap have been
developed to engage individuals with nature in urban and suburban environments.
Habits of observing and sharing nature observations may also develop organically, as
illustrated in this study of a website focused on stream preservation.

Finding 2: Analysis of Interviews

Characteristics of Observers (n=96)
•
•
•
•

Hyperlocality

Most active between March and June (58% of all observations were made then)
About equally divided between men and women
Generally out alone (91 solitary observers; 5 observer pairs)
Generally casual contributors (78% contributed 1 to 2 observations; 16%
contributed 3 to 7; 6% contributed 10 or more)

The immediate environment is accessible and relevant.
“If it’s in your backyard you tend to care about it more. . . . People buy in and get way more involved when it’s
something that has value to them and their everyday life.” (P-1)
“All water drains into my creek—so I am very invested in that creek.” (P-8)

Sustainability

Characteristics of Observations (n=278)
• Focused on birds (132 observations; 47% of total), followed by plants (46
observations; 17% of total) and mammals (45 observations; 16% of total)
• Included text descriptions averaging 1to 3 sentences
• About half (136 or 49%) included a photo in addition to text; video and sound
files were rare (10 or <1%)
• Text descriptions most frequently commented on animal behaviors (117
observations), efforts to make identifications (105 observations), and quantities
noted (77 observations)

Fox
Anthony Brown, 2012

Wood duck pair
Don Olson, 2011

Yellow-crowned night heron
Jim Anderson, 2013

Whitetail stag
Stuart Armstrong, 2013

The hawk was a
Red-shouldered and
the Wood Duck was
male….

It was so COOL to see
our National Bird less
than a mile from our
house!

Setting

Huge flock of
nighthawks…more gnats
than usual all around. I
think these things were
connected.

Sligo Creek is a 9-mile-long creek that flows through parts of Silver Spring and
Hyattsville, Maryland. It is a subwatershed of the Anacostia River. A 10-mile-long, hard
surface trail maintained by Montgomery County (MD) Parks runs through the stream
valley and is shared by hikers, joggers, and bikers. Since 2003, a nonprofit community
organization called Friends of Sligo Creek (FOSC) has maintained a website at
http://www.fosc.org/fosc.htm. Individuals may submit text observations and photos to
the Sightings section.

I was surprised, on a cold
February evening, to see a
water skeeter emerge from
what seemed to be its den
in a small pile of leaves…

We can create a smaller footprint.
“If people develop a relationship with nature, then it turns into affection, a desire to care for it, to be healthy, and
see how we are connected.” (P-8)

Learning about Nature
Start early.
“You have to have someone interested in it to share their interest. If you just go out you won’t see anything
exciting.” (P-2)
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“Somebody’s got to prompt you to [look at nature]—your folks, teachers, community groups, religious person,
whatever; someone’s got to prompt your interest. Most people don’t just stumble onto it.” (P-1)

Roles for Technology
Consistent with a temporal model for appreciative recreation drawn from parks and recreation research (Clawson
and Knetsch, 1966; McKay, Brownlee, and Hallo, 2012), technology use may vary according to whether it occurs
before, during, or after the immersive experience of being outdoors.

Values Associated with Technology Use

Sounds to me like “please,
please, please, have it with
ketchup” [northern water
thrush song]

Pluses
 Engages younger audiences
 Provides rich supplemental learning
 Supports enhanced communication

Minuses
 May interfere with direct immersive experience
 May bore some people who prefer human guides
 May jeopardize delicate or rare habitats and species
 May introduce security and privacy concerns

Describe behaviors

“I really don’t want to encourage people to spend more time on their screens. I want them to come outside and
look at what’s up. I don’t think you fall in love with images on a computer screen unless you already know how to
fall in love with them here.” (P-7)

Make identifications

“Find where [technology] is appropriate; make use of it in a beneficial, controlled way, at a time and place that is
appropriate.” (P-9)

Observe quantity

Category

Observe rare/unusual
Reinforce social ties
Describe web of life
Observe frequency

Friends of Sligo Creek (MD) website,
where community plant and animal
sightings are shared
Sligo Creek in the Anacostia Watershed

Before outdoor
activity:
Preview images
Support
communication and
involvement

Express wonder/awe
Describe sounds
Anthropomorphize
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During outdoor
activity:
View and display images
Conduct citizen science
activities
Look up IDs and share
sightings
Navigate the terrain

45%

After outdoor
activity:
View and display
images
Report citizen science
data
Look up IDs and
share sightings
Support
communication and
involvement

% of Observations

Categories observed in content analysis of FOSC
observations over three years

Methods
I analyzed data from 278 plant and animal observations submitted to the website by 96
observers over a three-year period from 2011 to 2013 to understand how members of
this community document and interpret their encounters with the natural world. To gain
further insight into the act of observation, the motivations and behaviors of those who
practice it, and the role technology might play in supporting it, I conducted interviews
with 9 habitat and park experts and technology designers.

Technology Design Recommendations
The website maintained by Friends of Sligo Creek encourages the practice of nature observation by providing a venue for posting
information about sightings. It does not currently include social features such as commenting and discussion; however, it is clear
from content analysis of the observations that at least some of them perform the important function of reinforcing social ties.
For example:
Several of us have been
A nice lady saw me with my
watching this young hawk
We've seen three [nesting
camera and ask[ed] me if I had
develop. The hawk had two
heron] pair close by, but
seen the owl, when I said no
siblings. Both of them died….
only two nests. Has
she turned around and took me
Raptor rehabilitator S.S. is
anyone had sightings of
back down the path to show
watching over things, and we
the third?”
me where it was.
hope this young one survives.

•
•
•
•
•

Logistical

Content

Time sensitive
Weather resistant
Seasonally appropriate
Mobile
Map-based

• Feature high-interest,
highly visible species
• Feature least observed,
most endangered
species
• Highlight anomalies (out
of season or range)
• Cover megafauna to
micro-organisms
• Include the fear-inducing
and/or novel
• Accommodate behavior,
ID, and frequency data
• Introduce multi-sensory
experiences

A technology platform that encourages interactivity can help embed nature observation in a community context that ultimately
serves to increase social capital on the hyperlocal level (see, for example, Masden et al., 2014). Contributions of this research
include the creation of design guidelines that identify logistical, content-oriented, and social features of future technologies to
support community exploration of local green spaces.

Social
• Capitalize on human
expertise and
storytelling
• Support hyperlocal
social networks
• Use social media for
event alerting
• Use information
visualization for
reporting on
contributors
• Deploy social media to
reach out to new
audiences
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